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In some respects a vector space is not the most suitable setting for studying 
the basic properties of convex sets and here we introduce a structure called a 
Convexity Space in which it is possible to develop a meaningful theory of 
convexity. Our approach both generalizes and simplifies much of the classical 
theory. The axioms are a modification of those of Prenowitz’ “Join System” 
and a more detailed account of some of the theorems, together with their 
proofs, is given in his paper [7]. See also [2]. Our own work is divided into 
three papers, and further parts are planned. 
I. The Basic Properties; 
II. Separation; 
III. Dimension Theory. 
1. CONVEXITY SPACES 
Throughout, we use X to denote a nonempty set, small letters to denote 
elements of X, and capitals to denote subsets of X. We find it convenient not 
to distinguish formally between an element and the singleton subset which 
it defines. We use the notation A m B (read A meets B) to mean that 
A n B # ,@, and we use the inclusion sign C in the weak sense. 
Consider a pair (X, .) where . : X,X-+ 2x is a function which associates 
with each ordered pair of elements a, b of X a subset of X called the product 
or join of a and b, denoted by a . b or simply ab. The most important example 
of such a pair occurs when X is a real vector space and 
ub = (ha + p6 : h > 0, p > 0, x + p = 1). 
The product operation enables us to define an inverse operation as follows: 
up = (x : a c kc). 
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The product operation and its inverse are extended to subsets of X by defining 
AB = u ab, A/B = u a/b. 
aCA d=A 
bCB bCB 
From these definitions we deduce that, if A’ C A, B’ C B, then A’B’ CAB 
and A’/B’ C A/B. Also A m BC if and only if A/B w C, and we observe 
thatifA= m orB= @,thenAB=A/B= O. 
(1) DEFINITION. A pair (X, .) is said to be a convexity space if it satisfies 
the following axioms: 
(i) abf m,a/b# ia; 
(ii) a(bc) = (ab) c; 
(iii) a/b w c/d implies ad m bc; 
(iv) aa = a = a/a; 
(v) ab w ac implies b = c, b m ac or c M ab. 
We remark that many of our results will not actually require all these 
axioms. In particular large sections of the work remain true without axiom (v) 
and the second part of axiom (i). The geometrical significance of these axioms 
is given by Prenowitz in [7]. For example, a consequence of (iv) is that if 
a C ab, then a = 6, which shows that ab is to be thought of as the “open line 
segment” joining a and b. We note that if X is a real vector space and * is 
defined as above, then (X, .) is a convexity space. A list of other examples is 
given in Sect. 3. 
Throughout, we will be concerned with a convexity space (X, .). The 
following results are direct consequences of (1): 
(i)* AB = @ or A/B = o only if A = o or B = O; 
(ii)* A(BC) = (AB) C; 
(iii)* A/B m C/D implies AD w BC 
(iv)* A C AA and A C A/A; 
m* aB m aC implies B m C, B w aC or C NN aB. 
(2) THEOREM. AB = BA. 
(In [7] Commutativity is one of the axioms, but here we show its depend- 
ence on the remaining axioms.) 
Proof. We show simply that for each a, b, ab C ba, for then by symmetry 
ab = ba and so AB = BA. Let z C ab and choose x C zb. Then b C x/z n z/a 
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whence z = ax = xa C (zb) a = z(ba). Thus x = Z/Z w ba, z C ba and 
ab C ba as required. 
Since the product operation for sets is both commutative and associative, 
the generalised commutative and associative laws will be true for products of 
sets, and in particular A” is defined for all A and positive integers n. 
(3) THEOREM. (i) (A/B)/C = A/BC; 
(ii) &B/C) C AB/C; 
(iii) A/(B/C) C AC/B. 
(4) DEFINITION. The set A is said to he convex if AA C A and Z&ear if 
A/A CA. 
Examples of convex sets are 0, a, ah, and X. Examples of linear sets are is;, 
a, a/b u a u ub u b u b/a, and X. Linear sets are also convex. 
(5) THEOREM. If A, B are convex, then A/B is convex. If A, ,..., A,, are 
convex, then A, ... A, is convex. Any intersection of convex (linear) sets is 
convex (linear). 
(6) DEFINITION. The convex (linear) hd of A is the intersection of all 
convex (linear) sets which contain A and is denoted by [A] ({A}). The convex 
(linear) hull of the finite set (x0 ,..., x,) is denoted by [x,, ,..., x,] ({x0 ,..., x,}). 
(7) T HEOREM. 
bJ I A, = u (AAl ... A,- : h, ,..., h, CA}, ACA 
= (AAl ... AA,,/AAm+l *.- AAn : h, ,..., X, C A), 
and in particular 
[A] = fi A”, {A} = rj Am/A”. 
T&=1 WZ.TZ=l 
(8) THEOREM. {A} = [A]/[A] and (x0 ,..., xn} = x0 ... xJx,, 1.. x,. 
(9) THEOREM. (i) xA/xB = A/B u xA/B u A/xB; 
(ii) xA/x = A u xA u A/x; 
(iii) x/xB = x/B. 
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Proof. We prove (i). If z C xA/xB, then x(zB) M xA whence by (v)* 
XB w A, xB m XA or x(zB) M A. Thus xA/xB CA/B u xA/B v A/xB. 
Conversely, if x C A/B, x C xA/B or x C A/xB, then z(xB) m xA and 
x C xA/xB. Therefore xA/xB = A/B v xA/B u A/xB. 
We now deduce a general “cancellation law” for sets, but before proceeding 
we need one further item of notation. If x,, ,..., x, are points of X and 
A = (x0 ,.,., x,), then AX denotes the set x,, ... x, . We only use the notation 
AX when A is finite and nonempty. 
(10) THEOREM. If x C [A]/[B], then either x C CX for some CC A or 
xCDXIEXforsomeDCA,ECBwithDAE= O. 
Proof. By (7) x C A,x/B,X where A,, C A, B,, C B. If A,, n B, = O, then 
the proof is complete. Otherwise there exists a,, C A,, n B, and we can use 
Theorem 9 to deduce that either x C CX where C C A,, C A or x C AIX/B,X 
where A, C A,, C A, Bl C B, C B and a, @ A, n Bl . Since A, , B, are finite 
we can continue in this way and construct sets of the required form. 
(11) c OROLLARY. {X,, ,..., x,J is the union of all sets of the form AX where 
A C (x,, ,..., x,) and BxlCx where B, C C (x0 ,..., x,), B n C = a. 
To illustrate some of the advantages of this axiomatic approach to con- 
vexity we prove a theorem due to Brunn in the setting of a convexity space. 
Brunn first proved his theorem for subsets of the plane on [I] and his theorem 
was later generalised to arbitrary vector spaces (see for example [S, p. 51). 
(12) DEFINITION. The kernel A* of A is defined by 
A*=(aCA:aACA). 
(13) THEOREM. (Brunn.) A* is convex for each A. 
Proof. If a, b C A*, then ab C A and (ab) A = a(bA) C aA C A, whence 
ab C A* and A* is convex. 
Note that only axiom (ii) is used in this proof. 
2. CORE AND LINEAR ACCESS 
(14) DEFINITION. The core A and linear access A of A are defined by 
A=(a:VbLCabwithacCA), 
A = (u : !lb with ab C A). 
409/37/I-14 
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ClearlyACACA^, 3 = @=a,r?=X=Y$andifACB,thenACiT 
and A^ C B. In real vector spaces the terms “core” and “linear access” were 
first used by Klee [5]. The concept of a core point is useful in vector spaces, 
an absorbent set simply being a set whose core contains the origin. In a 
topological vector space AC A, A0 C A for each A, and a = A, A = A” 
if A is convex and A0 # a. For a proof of these results, see [8; p. 1 l-1 31. 
(15) T HEOREM. For each A, A- n AT== 0. For convex A, 
& = 2: and & = Ay. 
Proof. Firstly, if a C a, then ab C A for some b. 
Thus for ezh c C ab we have ac C a(ub) = (au) b = ab C A and so a $2. 
Hence/ n AC = 2. Now if A is convex, then we show, for example that 
A”e = A”. If a C (AC)C C A, then for each b there exists c C ab n A. Since 
a,$ A it follows by the convexity of A that ac C A and so a C A. Hence 
(E)e C 2 and together with the first point of the theorem this gives that 
AC = fi as required. (We note that the second part of the theorem is not 
true for nonconvex sets. For example, if X is the set of real numbers, . is 
defined in the usual way, and A is the set of rationals, then a = A, 2 = AC, 
a&= 0.) 
(16) T HEOREM. If A is convex, then Aa = A” = ii = AA. 
Proof. Let a C A, b C A and c C ab. Then for any d there exists e C bd 
with be C A. Thus b C e/d n C/U and there exists f C cd n ae. Now f C cd 
and the convexity of A implies that 
cf C (ab) (ue) = a(be) C AA CA. 
Thus c C 2 and so AAC a. Since A”C AAC AA it follows that AA = A. 
Now if a C A, then for each b there exists c C ab with UC C A. Let 
dC ac Cab. Then by the above adCki’A CA and so a C 2. This shows 
that A C A whence 2 = a. 
Finally, if a C A, ab C A, c C A = 2, then there exists d C c/b n 2 whence 
UC C a(bd) = d(ab) C AA = A. 
We deduce that JA C B which together with the fact that AC ki’x C &’ 
shows that &’ = a. 
(17) COROLLARY. If A is convex, then so is a. If AC is convex, then so is 
AC and A = a. 
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(18) THEOREM. If A is convex, then so is A^. If AC is convex, then so is AC. 
Proof. We prove the first part, the second following from Theorem (15). 
If A is convex, a, b C a and UC C A, bd C A, then by the convexity of A, 
(ab) (cd) = (UC) (bd) C AA C A 
whence ub C A and a is convex. 
N 
(19) THEOREM. If A is convex and A # 0, then m^ = a and 2 = 2 
Proof. Let a C A^, ub C A and c C A. Then 
u(bc) = (ub) c C AA” = A’ 
A A A 
whence a C a, A C a and A = a. Further, by (15) and the above, 
(20) T HEOREM. If A is linear, then a = A. If A # X is linear, then 
a= 0. 
Proof. If A is linear, a C 2 and ub C A, then a C ablab C A/A C A and so 
ACA and A=a. Now if A is linear and uCA, bCX, then ubwA, 
b C A/u C A/A C A whence XC A and A = X. Thus if A # X is linear, 
then A= 0. 
(21) THEOREM. If A is convex and A # 0, then A = a. 
Proof. Let a C A, ub C A and c C A. Then 
u(bc) =(ub)cCaA=&IA 
and a C a. Thus a C a and so A = a as required. 
(22) D EFINITION. A is ubiquitous if A^ = X. 
(23) THEOREM. If A is convex and ubiquitous, then AC is either empty or 
ubiquitous. 
Proof. If A is convex and ubiquitous, but AC is not ubiquitous, then 
AC = $ # X and so there exists a C a. 
Thus 
XCuXC.&t=dCA, 
whence X = A and AC = 0. Thus AC is either ubiquitous or empty. 
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The study of the iteration of the linear access operation and of ubiquitous 
sets in a vector space can be found, for example, in Klee’s works [6], [4]. 
Both these concepts are influenced strongly by the dimensions of the space 
and we shall consider them again in a subsequent paper, III. 
3. EXAMPLES OF CONVEXITY SPACES 
1. If S is a vector space over a totally ordered field and is defined by 
a . b = (Au + pb : 0 < A, p < 1; h + P = I), 
then (X, .) is a convexity space. 
2. If X is a vector space over a totally ordered field with . defined as in 1 
and A C X is nonempty convex, with L?’ = A, then (A, .) is a convexity 
space. 
In general a subset of this type of any convexity space again gives rise to a 
convexity space. 
3. If X, < is a totally ordered set such that for each a < b in X there 
exist c, ct, e C X with c < a < d < b < e, and is defined by 
if a=b 
if a<b 
if b < a, 
then (X, .) is a convexity space. 
4. Spherical convexity. If X = (g C En : I/ x // = 1 and x1 > 0) where 
/I // denotes the usual norm is En and x1 the first component of x, and . is 
defined by 
a . b = (p(ha + (1 - A) 6) C X : 0 < h < 1,O < /A) 
then (X, .) is a convexity space. Here X is an open hemisphere and joins 
are minor arcs of great circles. 
5. Quasiconvexity (see [3]). If X is a vector space over the totally ordered 
field F, D # A CF satisfies: 
(i) A C (A CF : 0 < h < 1) = (0, 1) say; 
(ii) 1 - A = A; 
(iii) (A + A) n (0, 1) C A; 
(iv) A/A n (0, 1) C A 
(v) AACA, 
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and is defined by a . b = (ha + (1 - A) b : X C A), then (X, *) is a convexity 
space. 
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